



Foreign Employee Lecturers of Bookkeeping
and Economics Hired in Japan
As Seen in the Foxwell Papers
at Kwansei Gakuin :
Commercial School at Tokio and Tokyo University
??????? ?
Takashi Masuda, president of the Mitsui Trading Company, who
was involved in the management of the Commercial School at Tokio, and
Kencho Suematsu and Juichi Soeda made an e®ort to invite economic
advisers and economics lecturers from Britain with the help of H. S.
Foxwell, J. Stuart and A. Marshall. It was through their e®orts that H.
S. Foxwell's younger brother, E. Foxwell, came to Japan and taught at
the Imperial University as a full-time lecturer and at the Commercial
School at Tokio as a part-time one. These informations are revealed in
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?????Vincent Emilio Braga, 1840-1911????1871???????????
???????????????Christopher Carrothers????1872?????




























?? 73??? Ph.D.???1896??? D.D.?????????1875??
? 8?? 11? 26?5) ????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? 3???????
??????????? 8? 11? 29?????????????????
??????????6)???????????? 2???? 8???????
???????1876??? 9?? 3? 15??????7) ?? 27?????












?????????????????????? 100 ???????? 100 ???????
8) ?????Wallace Taylor, 1835-1923????????????????????????
?????????????????????1873 ?????????1875 ????????
????????????????1876 ? 3 ???????????????????????
2 ??????????????????????????????????1983?246 ???
9) ???????????1985?? 6 ??173 ??
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10) ???????????1985?? 10 ??214-15 ??
11) ?????1928?171 ??
12) ???????????1985?? 10 ??424 ??

































20) ?????1999?28 ????????????????????????C. Carrothers,
1840-1921?????????????????????? 2?1869????????????













?????? 68 ?? 3 ?
????22)?1889? 2? 14?????????????????????
















???? 1878??? 11?? 6 ????????????????? 1866 ????????
????????????????????????? 1889 ???????????????









23) ???????1983?30-31 ??????????? 23,00 ??1,900 ??????????
??1985?68 ???






????????????????????A Jananese Credit Association
and its Founder?1894?? Some Old Japanese Economic Theories in the
Light of Modern Theories?1896????????28)?
III. ???????????????????????????
1) F.E.????????
























?????? 68 ?? 3 ?
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????31)????????????
???????1877??? 10?? 7? 12????????????????
? 2???????32)?


















31) ???,E.S.?1970?? 1 ??123 ????????????????????????1848-
1900?????1877?????????????????????????????????
??????????????1988?39 ???
32) ????????? 350 ???????????1988?39 ???????????????







????? 1878 ? 6 ? 15 ????????????????? 6 ? 23 ????????
??????????????????????1988?59-74 ???
36) ?????1988?44-45 ??




































































































































? ????? Genji Monogarari:
Most Celebrated of the Classical Japanese Romances, London: TrÄubner, 1882??
???????1886??? 19?????????????????????????????




54) ?????? Suyematz, K.??????2006?72 ????????????? Newnahm






































60) Clark, J.W.?1902? p.563.
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???????????8 ? 5 ??13 ? 6 ???????????????11 ? 7 ? 1 ??
12 ? 6 ? 30 ??12 ? 7 ? 1 ??13 ? 6 ? 30 ??????????? 2,500 ?????
?? 80 ?????
























































??????????? 1876 ??? 87 ???????????? 112 ?????? 15%?














?????????????????????? 1 ??10 ????????????????
??? 19 ???? 25 ????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????1879 ??????????????????????


























?? 370 ???? 1 ????????????? 40 ??????????????????
?1975?236 ????????????? 9,600 ????????1981?95 ????????
?????????????????????????????????1925?23-24 ???
78) ???????????????????????Mss., no.168-24????????????
Whitaker, J.K.(ed.)?1996? vol.1, pp.247-48??????????
79) ???????????????????????????2013??????????????
?Whitaker, J.K.(ed.)?1996? ??????????????????????????
? H.S. ???????????????????????????????????? H.S.
??????????????????????????????????????
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??????????? Economic Journal?British Economic Association
??? Royal Economic Society?????????????????????







??????1890??? 23?? 4???????? 8???????????
?? 1887??? 20?? 3??????????????U.Eggert,1848-93?81)
????????????????1893? 2??????????? 3??
80) ??????????????????? 19 ??????????1985?125 ???
81) ??????????????????????????????1875 ???????????

















? 3?????1887? 9? 6?????????????????83) ??





















































??1897? 6? 1????? 7? 31??????????????????
?????????1887???????????????????????
??????????????? 10????????88)?
86) Keynes,J.M?1972?362 ????? Clark,J.W.?1902?p.218?1900 ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????
87) ???????????????????????Mss., no.190-37. ???????????
??????????????1863-1922???????????????????????
??????????????? Metropole Hotel ??????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
??????1992?165-66 ???????????????????????????????
Methods of Ethics?5th ed.,1893???????????????????????????




?????????????????????????????1898 ? 6 ? 15 ???????
????????













?????? 68 ?? 3 ?
? 3?????1896? 6? 21??W.S.??????????????Har-
riet Ann Jevons, 1838-1910?????????????89) ????1881?
5? 7?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
























































?????????????????1870 ? 12 ????????????????????
????????????78 ? 7 ????????????1983?345 ???
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?????? 68 ?? 3 ?
??
Blaug, Mark & Sturges, Paul (ed.), Who's Who in Economics, 1983
????????????2010??????????????????
????????1991???????????? 3 ??????









Clark,J.W.?1902?The Books of Matriculations and Degrees: a Catalogue
of those who have been Matriculated or admitted to any Degree in the










?????????????????1976????????????? 11 ? 7 ?






Keynes, J.M.?1972? Essays in Biography, The Collected Writings of John

























Witetaker, John K.(ed.)?1996?, The Correspondence of Alfred Marshall,
Economist, 3 vols., Cambridge
????????????????????? 5 ?? 2 ??1928
?????2008-3,4???????????????????????? ????








????? 33 ?? 4 ?
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